
The networkoutlets in the media 
wallpanel are numbered. They are 
connected to networkoutlets in the 
apartment/house with corresponding 
numbers. 

On the next page there are examples of how you can use the network-
outlets to connect your equipment to the fiberconverter. To get a wireless 
network (wifi) you need to connect a router, see how on the next page. 

Here is a small guide to getting to know your media wallpanel. 

The networkoutlets

Outlets inside the 
media wallpanel.

Outlets on the walls of 
the apartment/house.

The outside of your media wallpanel  
usually looks something like this. 
The panel might be built into the wall or  
it can be an external cabinet. It is often 
located in the same place as the fusebox. 
Lock/unlock the door by twisting the lock 
using for example a coin. 

The media wallpanel

Your fiberconverter is is installed inside the 
media wallpanel. It does not have wifi built in. 
Always connect to Port 1 on your fiber-
converter and use a networkcable that is at 
least 1m long.
When moving out, leave the fiberconverter 
and the poweradapter for the next resident. 

The fiberconverter
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Router Numbered networkoutlet in 
the media wallpanel

This gives you internet in the outlet with corresponding number in the 
apartment/house. Connect your equipment to this networkoutlet to get 
internet via cable. 

Fiberconverter

Wifi - with router close to media wall panel

Different ways to connect your
 fiberconverter

! Don’t place the router somewhere that might have a negative impact 
on the wireless range, for example inside the media wallpanel. 

Fiber-
converter

Stationary 
computer

Directly to a stationary computer

Router
Numbered  

networkoutlet in  
media wallpanel

Numbered  
networkoutlet in 
media wallpanel

Corresponding 
networkoutlet

in another room 

Corresponding 
networkoutlet

in the apartment 

Fiber-
converter

Wifi - If you want the router in another room

The number on the outlet you connect to inside the media wallpanel should 
correspond with the number on the networkoutlet in the apartment/house.
For example: connect from the fiberconverter to networkoutlet 2 in the media 
wallpanel, connect the router to the outlet labeled 2 in the apartment/house. 

Blå: Pantone 7687C
Röd: Pantone 1925C

If you any have questions about your media wallpanel or how to  
connect your router, contact our customercenter: 
e-mail info@lyssna.njut.se or call 0171-595 665.


